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Intelligent Engineering Software VCmaster increases Productivity by reducing 
Redundancies
VCmaster has been proven to considerably contribute to more professional structural design  
calculations

With its leading-edge software VCmaster, Veit Christoph GmbH, a software developer specializing in 

computer programs for engineers, offers a one-of-a-kind 

software-application that is capable of compiling uniform and 

continuous documents from numerous different software-sources 

and data.

Connectivity is the key for efficient technical documentation
Features such as the innovative t2W-interface characterize the 

software's cross-product concept which allows the 

implementation of all software categories, by merging different 

data types into one single document - with the benefit of a 

uniform layout. Closing a crucial gap in technical digital 

documentation.

"VCmaster brings together all collected information in one single 

place, allowing for efficient organization of all planning 

processes. Accuracy, currency and availability of all this data is an essential part of commercial success." 

states Veit Christoph, founder and Managing Director of Veit Christoph GmbH.

Due to VCmaster's inventive approach comments or calculations can conveniently be added to the new 

document. Resulting in a consistent document, complete with page numbering, uniform headers and 

footers, table of contents, PDF export and much more. 

Getting the right software infrastructure can go a long way
Besides being readily available VCmaster's digital documents offer the convenience of being searchable, 

editable and reusable. Engineers can compile design calculations using parts of already filed 

documentation, reproduce project related information on VCmaster Wikis or compile documents using 

external software and due to VCmaster's unrivaled interoperability, import those outputs into VCmaster. 

Ensuring the trouble-free joint and sustainable use of digital documents and calculations.

The option of creating own calculations and combine them with existing templates is unique to VCmaster. 

Structural design calculations created with VCmaster can be edited freely to meet the need of  each 

individual project.

"With VCmaster engineers and technicians have software at their disposal that creates cutting-edge 

technical documentation with limitless options." says Veit Christoph.

For more information, please visit www.VCmaster.com.
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VCmaster brings together all collected information in 
one single place.

http://www.vcmaster.com/
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VCmasters  is superbly suited for the recording of data, reuse of calculations and collaboration between 
engineers.

Compilation of multifaceted data and output in uniform layout.
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